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Review: Metadata applications and management. International Oracle Enterprise Metadata Management OEMM is a comprehensive metadata management platform. OEMM can harvest and catalog metadata from virtually any source, including SUGI:28, WorldCat, and other repositories. It provides a centralized repository for managing metadata across the enterprise. In addition to providing a way to consolidate metadata, a metadata management solution enables businesses to obtain metadata from applications and utilize it. The benefits of metadata and implementing a metadata management strategy include reducing risk and increasing visibility for data integration.
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Oracle Enterprise Metadata Management OEMM can harvest and catalog metadata from virtually any source, including SUGI:28, WorldCat, and other repositories. It provides a centralized repository for managing metadata across the enterprise. In addition to providing a way to consolidate metadata, a metadata management solution enables businesses to obtain metadata from applications and utilize it. The benefits of metadata and implementing a metadata management strategy include reducing risk and increasing visibility for data integration.